Lower Jaw Reconstruction Using Prototype from Cone-Beam Computed Tomography Data
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Abstract: A case of reconstruction of right mandibular defect due to surgical treatment of ameloblastoma is presented. Cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) data were used for segmentation and producing of prototype of the lower jaw using 3D printing technique. The prototype was used to shape a titanium plate in order to replace the resected bone. The aim of this work is to present and comment the possibilities for preoperative planning and virtual reconstructions using CBCT and 3D printing technology.
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1. Introduction

Shaping of the long titanium plates for mandibular reconstruction is not easy and it is time consuming process. Their intraoperative preparing leads to longer surgical operation and increases the cost of the intervention. Errors including not well prebended in size and shape titanium plates can influence the function, esthetics and long term prognosis of the treatment.

Using rapid prototyping technologies and contemporary imaging methods including CBCT, the achievement of models of the mandible or other anatomical objects is possible. Nearly exact copy or mirrored model of the anatomical region can be obtained. Additional changes e.g. cutting or adding parts of the object using different software tools before rapid prototyping are also possible.

The models can be used for preparation of case specific prebended titanium plates, meshes etc. before surgery.

2. Case Report

18 years old male patient with ameloblastoma of the right mandible is presented. The panoramic radiography and CBCT revealed osteolytic lesion in the right angle of the mandible (Fig 1).

Figure 1: Preoperative CBCT. Sagittal slice (a) and 3D images (b) presenting the osteolytic defect from ameloblastoma in right mandible.

CBCT - ILUMA™, Imtec Imaging, Ardmore, OK was used. The scan was performed using a standard exposure and patient positioning protocol (120 KV, 40 s, 3.8 mA). The data were reconstructed at a voxel size of 0.3 mm and consequently were exported in DICOM.

The histopathological result from preoperative biopsy confirmed the diagnosis ameloblastoma. A decision to prepare a prototype of the mandible for shaping of the individual titanium plate was taken. CBCT data were imported in ILUMA Y- implant planning software. Data were processed and mesh file (in stl) was generated. Thresholding value - 329 was used for segmentation. The mesh file was imported in 3D printer - Zprinter 450, Z Corporation, USA and the prototype was achieved (Fig 2).
The surgery performed included resection of the right half of the mandible. The symmetry and reconstruction quality of the mandible after the operation was very good (Fig 3).

3. Discussion

Due to possibility to reproduce nearly exactly anatomical objects the rapid prototyping has become very popular in maxillofacial surgery [1-9]. The prototypes contribute better understanding of anatomy and pathological processes. They facilitate the collaboration between the surgeon and the patient, reduce the duration and also are useful for simulation of the surgical intervention [7, 8, 10-12]. Time saving can reach up to 1 or 2 hours in cases of long surgical operations [11].

The operative strategy in ameloblastoma includes achieving histology borders without tumor cells in the resected part. That means the line of resection should be more than 1-1.5 cm according to the radiographic border of the tumor.

There are different techniques for further reconstruction and one of them includes usage of titanium plate implant. It can be prepared before or during the operation. In the presented case rapid prototype of the mandible for preoperative shaping of the plate was used. Possible errors could occur.

They can be related to post processing CBCT data, rapid prototyping process, prebending of the plate or intraoperative change of the initial surgical plan.

4. Conclusion

Rapid prototypes are useful for achieving good functional and esthetic results in cases when resection of mandible is indicated. Additionally they reduce the duration of the surgery and respectively minimalize the intraoperative risk of complications. Usage of CBCT data instead of widely popular MDCT leads to lower radiation dose.
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